Variation pattern of terrestrial antibiotic resistances and bacterial communities in seawater/freshwater mixed microcosms.
The ocean is the final place where pollutants generated by human activities are deposited. As a result, the long-range transport of the ocean can facilitate the diffusion of terrestrial contaminants, including ARGs. However, to our knowledge, little research has been devoted to discussing the content change of terrestrial ARGs and the reason for the change in coastal area. This study established various microcosms, in which seawater and freshwater were mixed at different ratio to simulate the environmental conditions of different regions in coastal areas. Four ARGs were quantified, and 16S pyrosequencing was conducted. The results showed that the terrestrial ARGs influenced the concentration of the corresponding ARGs in coastal areas, and the content change pattern of each ARG was distinct. The influence of salinity on the ARG content was limited in most cases. Moreover, most dominant bacteria from freshwater had significant positive correlation (p < 0.05) with selected ARGs, except for blaTEM. The dominant bacteria in freshwater diminished dramatically in microcosms with a high proportion of seawater. Freshwater may have a strong impact on the bacteria composition of seawater, and the materials from freshwater may prompt the growth of some bacteria (include potential hosts of ARGs) in coastal area.